ABSTRACT This paper presents a versatile multi-sensor fusion method and decision-making algorithm for ambulatory and continuous patient monitoring purposes via a body sensor network (BSN). Gait features including spatio-temporal parameters, gait asymmetry, and regularity were identified and estimated from individual patients data collected from clinical trials. Hence, a continuous assessment and diagnosis of the improvement or the deterioration of the lower limb rehabilitation process is ensured. The experimental results from 10-m free walking trials indicated that the proposed method has a good consistency with the clinically used observational method. The gait assessment results were comparable with previous studies. Gait segmentation succeed even when the pace deviates significantly from the healthy subjects' reference value, which provides proof of objectivity and effectiveness of this preliminary research, namely, using wearable inertial measurement unit (IMUs) as an indicator to detect gait abnormality in subjects with neurological disorders. The hypothesis of gait quality-related clinical trials were designed and validated via both machine learning approach and feature layer data fusion. With further validations, the proposed inertial sensor-based gait assessment approach has the potential to be applied both routinely in clinical practice and for tele-health scenes such as fall detection of the elder at home.
I. INTRODUCTION
Steve Jobs released the first iPhone and ''the internet in your pocket'' since 2006, after which mobile computing is dramatically changing the way we live. A computing device and a collection of sensors embedded in a small wearable accessory such as eyeglasses, a wristwatch or even fabric in clothing is the next trend and makes it possible to realize continuous data monitoring, sharing, and interaction. Early applications of wearable computing device included watches and eyeglasses for vision correction and extended to health monitoring
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Giancarlo Fortino. trackers afterwards. Samsung launched the Galaxy smartwatch, a timer with a touch screen that serves as an smartphone extension, which can track sleep quality, sports activities and other daily routines in real time. Google glasses successfully get public's attention, which can be connected to smartphone and display various information on the lens in front of our eyes.
Body Sensor Network (BSN) technology naturally captures human body motion and has demonstrated great potential in medical applications, offering new tools for reducing medical cost, improving medical service quality and realizing intelligent medical treatment [1] - [5] . Human gait information reflects the human body's motor ability and health status, and it is an important basis for clinical rehabilitation medicine by providing diagnosis support. Gait assessment is useful to reveal the causes of abnormal gait efficiently and to personalize rehabilitation treatment [6] - [9] . Accurate and quantitative assessments of human gait reflect the patient's motor ability of lower limbs routinely and an abnormal gait can be easily detected based on selected gait parameters. For instance, ankle joint is a crucial weightbearing joint on lower limb, whose main functions include plantarflexion and dorsalflexion. Monitoring the ankle angle variation can provide assistance for early diagnosis of gait disorders in the literatures [10] , [11] . The application domain of gait assessment is quite broad, including but not limited to sport, whole body motion capture, exoskeleton robot, pedestrian navigation, tele-medicine, rehabilitation medicine and entertainment industry [6] , [12] , as shown in Figure 1 . The researches involved intelligent system and wearable computing provide theoretical basis and engineering guidance, and industrialization operation in the aforementioned areas will undoubtedly create remarkable economic and social benefits. To sum up, the potential scenario in clinical practice can be described as follows: after the clinical reception, the patients would receive rehabilitation evaluation which is based on gait assessment results. Noting that a closed loop gait treatment is always necessary since gait impairments are prone to relapse, hence, repetitive rehabilitation treatment is always necessary. The ultimate target is to improve patients' competence to return to family and society, and their gait parameters return normal range. Consequently, this research work mainly contributes to the existing literature by examining gait disorders related to stroke and such assessments have significant clinical implications, for instance, assisting early stroke diagnosis and better understanding of the effect of personalized rehabilitation program based on individual gait assessment. To sum up, gait quality assessment is meaningful both in clinical and research settings.
A. RELATED WORK
In a global context, gait assessment researches are performed by institutions including the university of Pittsburgh [13] , Chicago rehabilitation center [14] , Queensland University [15] , University of Surrey, University of Bremen Germany [16] etc. Different institutions adopted various technologies to conduct human gait assessment. According to the research results on gait assessment literatures in five databases (including IEEE Xplore, ACM Digital Library, PubMed, EBSCO and Cochrane Libary) in the past two decades, there are more than 45,000 papers related to gait assessment, but the number of papers using inertial sensors to analyze gait (749) does not exceed 2%of the total number. 218(30%) of the papers claimed to be patient-related, but only 86 (0.2%) of them were used in a real clinical setting [17] - [20] . Although the researchers emphasized the role of gait assessment in medical application, most of the studies did not actually apply to patients. It follows that the algorithms in literatures are usually developed for healthy gait patterns and their reliability becomes questionable in applications with pathological gait [21] - [24] , which means most of the existing gait assessment research are impractical in terms of clinical practice. To solve the aforementioned problem, this paper presents the multi-sensor information fusion algorithm on the basis of clinical gait data and aims to investigate how gait features will assist personalized diagnosis in stroke patients. The proposed approach is evaluated on both control subjects without gait disorder and stroke patients with walking dysfunction. Results are compared with literatures in terms of gait phase partition, computational accuracy of spatio-temporal parameter, etc. The proposed approach overcomes the observational method and camera-based approach in terms of portability and data diversity. Additionally, the majority of existing IMU based gait assessment approaches lack of sensor installation error correction and explicit gait feature selection compared with our proposed framework. The main novelty of this work compared to similar approaches is the fusion of conventional filter and machine learning method.
B. OUTLINE
In this paper, we adopt foot-mounted inertial sensors to achieve self-contained gait quality assessment with minimized error in clinical setting without aiding by other complementary technologies. An effective attitude solution approach which provides the state prediction under Kalman Filter was proposed to tackle the issues of sensor integral errors due to sensor misplacement and sensor variance. Aiming at avoiding false partition of gait phases, a HMM model was introduced. The rest of this paper is structured as follows: Section II presents the problem formulation and multi-sensor fusion methodology, followed by the experimental analysis in section III; the discussion and a brief comparison with recent work will be presented in section IV; while section V gives the conclusion.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION AND MULTI-SENSOR FUSION METHODOLOGY
Existing methods for assessing gait performance normally include a common observational method with the aid of a stopwatch and tapeline, and experienced doctors are needed to perform the assessment. Nevertheless, such method lacks VOLUME 7, 2019 the ability to quantitatively estimate gait parameters and walking features, thereby failing to recognize subtle gait disorder symptoms. The other approach is to apply multiple high precision cameras to capture motion. This method is known as the golden standard due to its extraordinary precision and driftless features, but it is still limited by portability for continuous and ambulatory monitoring, failing to record gait fluctuation in everyday life scenarios [25] , [26] .
To better assess gait performance in stroke patients for their diagnosis, we adopted a portable measurement tool with ambulatory monitoring capability, i.e., the wearable inertial sensor nodes, to collect gait data of the patients group and healthy group. To determine whether the patients and healthy subjects present significant differences in gait performance, various gait features were extracted from the time series data collected from inertial sensors, and the evaluations were made based on statistical approaches. However, literatures have shown that merely rely on spatio-temporal parameters may not be sufficient to evaluate human gait [17] , [27] . As a consequence, a comprehensive evaluation of gait quality is warranted to be employed in clinical setting or at home [28] . Such assessment approaches need to be able to determine effective gait feature set of an subject's walking pattern which may contribute to loss of balance and stability. 
A. HARDWARE DESIGN AND CALIBRATION OF SENSOR ARRAY
Figure 2 (a) shows the self-made measurement system for gait assessment, whose sensor module is a low weight (less than 20 g), small sized (largest dimension no more than 60 mm), inertial measurement unit (IMU) with a wireless interface. The inertial sensor array specification is shown in Table 1 . We have designed a bandage which holds the sensor tightly and direct skin contact is avoided, besides, the sensor node can adapt to different types of shoes under the premise of reliable sensor mounting. Figure 2 (b) illustrates the gait assessment scenario where the subject wears two sensor nodes on both ankles and their daily activities will not be affected. Motion data from both sensors were recorded while subjects walked for 10-meters at preferred speeds. Embedded operation system µCOS was adopted to collect sensor raw data and transfer data to host computer via wireless communication (2.4GHz). Due to the adoption of low power technology, the power consumption of the whole wearable device does not exceed 200mW, which is less than a tenth of an iphone X (routine use). In addition to real-time wireless transmission, this system is capable of off-line recording rely on an on-board memory card which supports continuous monitoring over 5 hours. This performance enhances its portability and is quite helpful for outdoor trials, where subjects are not restricted to stay in the wireless communication coverage zone (merely a circle zone with a diameter of 10 meters).
1) CALIBRATION OF GYROSCOPE AND ACCELEROMETER
The error source of gyroscope and accelerometer can be divided into zero deviation, scale coefficient error, installation error and non-orthogonal error between axes. The installation error and the non-orthogonal error between axis are negligible. The zero offset of gyroscope is calibrated and its mathematical model is as follows:
ω k indicates the average value of n angular velocity data, which reflects the degree of the gyroscope random drift.
where A x , A y , A z are calibrated angular velocity value, G x , G y , G z are gyroscope measurements,ω x ,ω y ,ω z are zero offset of gyroscope.
Where ω is used to calibrate the gyroscope; A is the reference acceleration (such as the gravity) used to calibrate the accelerometer; N is the digital output of sensor; As for a system with 16-bit resolution, 2 0 < N < 2 16 − 1; V ref is the sensor reference voltage. A low pass filter was used to filter out the 50Hz interference signal brought by the power supply before sampling. In the course of accelerometer calibration, each axis of the accelerometer is perpendicular to the ground so that it theoretically output +1g or −1g acceleration measurement. In this paper, the device used to calibrate the self-developed sensor gyroscope is a turntable made by Arrick Robotics company, as shown in Figure. 
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• /s, the angular velocity information is then recorded, while the numerical integration of gyroscope measurements can be validated whether the sensor output is consistent with ground truth. The gyroscope zero drift correction can be illustrated in Figure 4 . Direct integration of gyroscope measurements will result in significant drift error.
Gyroscope dynamic calibration procedure:
Accelerometer static calibration procedure :
It is well known that the performance of magnetometer can be easily degraded by other magnetic sources in the space [29] - [32] . Therefore, it is necessary to estimate magnetic disturbance when estimating orientation by fusing magne-
|as the measured magnetic field in ground frame of reference (G), then the magnetic measurement can be used directly when the below two criterions are fulfilled. Note that the threshold λ is set to 0.2 after lots of trial and error. One rotation is enough to correct the magnetometer ensuring the accuracy of magnetometer calibration.
B. INITIAL STATE ESTIMATION AND SENSOR ALIGNMENT
In order to deal with sensor misplacement, an alignment method similar to ''bore sighting'' was used. The implementation is to calculate the initial rotation matrix R trans which performs the initial transformation of the sensor frame, and hence to output the inertial data in a body fixed frame other than a sensor fixed frame after the alignment.
where R trans updates the initial sensor frame system to ensure frames are in alignment. The new X axis in ground frame is chosen by forward direction of the subject while keeping the Z axis pointing upwards after initial alignment. While the new Y axis can be obtained according to right handed Cartesian coordinate system, as shown in Figure 5 . In this case, we can ensure that the inertial data used to calculate orientation and position is in correct coordinate system, hence free from influence of sensor installation error. 
C. MULTI-SENSOR FUSION BASED ORIENTATION UPDATES
Generally, one gait cycle span is broken down into four subphases [18] , [33] , i.e., stance phase, heel-off phase, swing phase and heel-strike phase. stance phase normally takes up about 60% of a full gait cycle span, starting from heel-strike when the body weight center begins to transfer to the groundstriking foot, and ends with heel-off which indicates the finish of body weight transfer. Swing phase constitutes the rest 40% of one gait cycle span, beginning with toe-off and ending with the followed heel strike event [25] , [34] - [36] , as shown in Figure 6 . The four sub-phases switch one after another and repeat periodically. It should be noted that the alternation VOLUME 7, 2019 of four sub-phases are only valid under the circumstance of normal gait performed by healthy subjects, gait phase absence occur frequently in the scenario where the patients cannot lift his/her foot properly, namely, the patients may have to try more than once to complete the foot clearance, which results in an abnormal single gait cycle with multiple swing phase. It is well known that correct gait phase partition is the basis of a valid gait assessment. One will not get satisfactory gait assessment results without correct gait phase classification. Traditional feature fusion based algorithms cannot solve this problem, as shown in Figure 7 (a). On account of the periodicity of gait cycle, we introduce a hidden Markov model (HMM) to illustrate the gait model [4] , [37] , in which the gait phase can only switch to the next state or remain unchanged. Better gait phase classification results were obtained using the HMM based approach, as shown in Figure 7 (b). The details of HMM are as follows: Assuming a hidden Markov chain model (HMM) with observations V = {V 1 · · · V n } each V n ∈ R 3 , and with unknown states U = {U 1 , · · · , U n }, each U n = k ∈ = {1, 2, 3, 4}. denotes the heel-strike, foot-flat, heeloff and swing phases, respectively. Set π = p(u 1 ) as an initial probabilities vector and T (u 1 , u 2 ) = p(u 2 | u 1 ) as the transition matrix, and then the transition matrix either switch the gait state to the next phase or remain the same gait phase, as follows:
where
represents the transition probability from k − 1 gait phase state to k state, which represents the heel-strike, foot-flat, heel-off and swing phases, respectively. The observation vector V n represents triaxial gyroscope measurements in the sensor frame. The observations conditional to states distributions are identified as normal distribution whose mean value and co-variance of observations corresponding to state k are µ k (three-dimensional row vector) and k (three-dimensional matrix). In this case, the HMM model can be established by the parameter set S = {π k , P k , µ k , k } k∈ . Then the state transition probability p(u n−1 | u 1 ) and observation probability on condition of state p(v n | u n ) can be solved by formula (8) .
Raw inertial data was cleaned and processed from preliminary physical quantities, including removal of noisy acceleration and gravity component, and angular velocity to interpretable time series and quantitative measures, including motion range, joint angle, gait temporal features, and nonlinear features such as gait complexity and gait stability. With such interpretable information about human gait, statistical analysis can then be conducted for a particular medical application where gait assessment plays a key role. Furthermore, the choice of methodology is carefully studied by examining the advantage of conventional filter and machine learning. Furthermore, this hybrid approach has also been tentatively applied to medical diagnosis that involves a wide range of gait characteristics such as stroke.
At the end of each swing phase, the velocity correction can be carried out by using the pseudo-observation value that the velocity in foot-flat phase is zero, and the coupling relationship among attitude, velocity and position can be fully utilized to estimate and correct the positioning error. The calculation of the velocity depends on the measured value of the accelerometer. It should be noted that the measured value of the accelerometer contains the gravity component, so this factor should be reasonably removed. The foot acceleration during walking can be expressed as:
whereã G a G a G is the linear acceleration vector generated by foot movement, where the influence of gravity acceleration has been eliminated through the coordinate system transformation. ε ε ε is the inherent deviation error of the accelerometer. After shifting into the foot-flat phase, the velocity should be zero [38] , [39] . Foot velocity in the whole swinging phase can be expressed as:
When the condition of zero velocity update is satisfied, the deviation error of acceleration in a gait cycle can be 59888 VOLUME 7, 2019 denoted as:
where t d is the duration of a walking cycle when the foot is in dynamic process. And
is the speed at the end of the dynamic process by integration. Accurate three-dimensional position information can be obtained by integrating the corrected foot velocity.
The proposed filter algorithm works in a two-step process. In the prediction step, the Kalman filter produces estimates the current state variables with uncertainties. Once the outcome of the next measurement is observed, the estimates are updated using a weighted average, more weight will be given to higher certainty estimation. Due to the recursive nature, it is feasible to run the algorithm in real time using merely the current input measurements and the previous state and the corresponding uncertainty matrix. The Kalman equations are summarized as follows. The state equation is represented by measuring error of gyroscope θ and bias offset of the gyroscope outputs δ. The Kalman filter is applied repeatedly until its output converged. The Kalman filter calculates θ and δ by using the angle difference. Note that Kalman gain increases as the noise ratio decreases. To sum up, ellipsoid fitting is used to deal with local magnetic disturbance, and then the magnetic observations, acceleration and angular velocity are fused by Kalman filter after initial alignment. Hidden Markov model (HMM) is employed to illustrate the gait model and eliminate false gait phase partition. Zero velocity updates algorithm is adopted as pseudo observable to eliminate integral errors. The flow chart of the proposed method is illustrated in Figure 8 . 
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND VALIDATION
The subjects were divided equally into two groups. The patients group includes 20 individuals (13 male) aged 52 ± 9 years (mean± SD) with neurological diseases and the control group in which all the members walked normally as claimed by the medical staff. In order to exclude other interfering factors, the control group is carefully selected, ensuring the two group are basically matched by age, gender, stature and body weight. Figure 9 shows the experimental scene where the patients performed gait assessment trials using the proposed approach in the First Affiliated Hospital of Dalian Medical University. All subjects were required to complete a 10-meters straight line walking test instrumented with the self-developed IMU nodes on both ankles in a clinic corridor. The subjects were instructed to choose a walking speed which is neither faster nor slower than preferred. Every time a walking trial was performed, the subjects were followed by a medical assistant in case of emergency circumstances. The inertial sensor data was sampled at 100Hz and wireless transmitted to a handheld receiver for post signal processing and gait quality assessment. High precision gait parameters were estimated from raw inertial data including: cadence, gait speed, stride length, gait cycle span, ratio combinations of stance and swing (detailed in our previous researches [21] ), gait asymmetry, gait regularity and gait complexity evaluated by phase diagram analysis. The statistical analysis showed significant differences between two groups in terms of spatiotemporal and other gait variables, demonstrating good discriminatory power. Comparison between the proposed gait assessment method and the existing methods in the hospital are as follows:
• It only takes five minutes for a single assessment and no special operation is required. An ordinary medical staff is able to grasp the procedure after one or two demo operation.
• Gait assessment can be carried out in the hospital corridor and no special platform is needed.
• The gait assessment result of proposed method is more objective. Assessment results from force plate are not objective because the subjects would lost the natural gait due to the psychological changes when they stand on the force plate.
• The cost of one single proposed assessment is less than one-tenth of camera-based gait assessment approach. The proposed attitude solving algorithm was compared to the 'gold standard' high precision camera based gait assessment method. The RMS errors of orientation estimation range from 1 to 3 degrees, and the position estimation error is less than 1% with regard to three dimensional motion, which were detailed in our previous researches [34] . Figure 10 and Figure 11 present some spatio-temporal gait parameters of four patients with neurological disorders. Significant deviation from reference value can be observed on each patient, though they show various characteristics. Subject 1 with worst condition tends to reduce gait speed sharply to increase stability, which results in quite short step length and long stride time (stance phase increase greatly). On the contrary, Subject 4 with mild disease demonstrates the most stable gait. These results imply the potential of adopting BSN based gait assessment as a decision-support tool in clinical setting where gait abnormality is the critical symptom of patients.
Note that ankle flexion is an important indicator of the control ability of lower limb. Normally ankle flexion angle can reach up to 70 • during swing phase and range from 0 ∼ 20 • during the period of stance phase. These angle variation can reflect the changes of the proportion of the stance phase and swing phase. In the case of individuals with neurological diseases, ankle rigidity gait can often be observed, which means that the foot cannot effectively raised, sometimes even appears hemiplegic gait and dragging gait. Under the circumstances, the ankle dorsiflexion is typically less than 10 • at the end of stance phase and the beginning of swing phase, and there always exist phase delay compared with healthy subjects. To sum up, ankle joint monitoring by means of multiple sensor data fusion has significant clinical values. To verify the feasibility of ankle ROM as a distinguishable feature. The one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) results of ankle ROM from stroke patients are shown in Table 2 . The ANOVA hypothesis holds the balanced and stable bilateral ankle angle ROM, p-value < 0.05 means the hypothesis stands, otherwise the hypothesis fails when p-value > 0.05. Results show that the ankle ROM of affected side showed large standard deviations before (p-value = 0.9565) and after treatment (p-value = 0.9813), while the sound side can be regarded as normal only after 6 weeks treatment (p-value = 0.0454), which implies the conventional assumed sound side was actually affected by the pathological side. In clinical practice, many stroke patients show apparent asymmetry between bilateral ankle ROM even after several treatment cycles even though the symptoms become unnoticeable.
Regaining balance of gait is one of the key goals of stroke rehabilitation. For this study, improvements in balance function can be interpreted by gait symmetry index. Gait symmetry index (SI) is calculated by the following formula, where D a indicates the affected lower limb and D s represents the sound lower limb data, which normally refer to stride length and gait phase partition on bilateral lower limbs. A lower SI score (zero means completely symmetry theoretically) indicates a more symmetrical gait [33] , [40] , [41] . A higher SI score signifies that the patient's gait quality is worse and more medical treatment is required.
Gait regularity of spatio-temporal gait parameters may reveal insight into the degree of motion abnormality. To this 59890 VOLUME 7, 2019 end, both the angular velocity data and angle data were analyzed by computing the unbiased autocorrelation coefficients, the coefficient at the first dominant periods expressed the regularity of the angular velocity between neighboring strides [42] . The unbiased alternative is produced by dividing the raw autocorrelation coefficient by the number of samples representing the overlapping part of the time series and the time-lagged replication. The specific calculation formula is as follows, (14) where the segments from a −m to a −1 and from a 1 to a m in an autocorrelation sequence are symmetric with the zero phase a 0 . The first coefficient peak R 1 next to the zero phase shift indicates the first dominant period and the magnitude of R 1 represents step regularity. The higher the regularity of stride, the larger the R 1 value. The maximum of R 1 was 1 after normalized to zero lag component. Abnormal degree of walking function can be indicated by gait symmetry and gait regularity scores range between 0 and 1. Furthermore, the patients' historical score values were stored, which make it feasible to assess patients' physical status based on long-term evolution rather than depending on sudden deviations. Moreover, it is statistically significant to monitor how a single individual variables would change with time or in different scenes. The alternating motion of both lower limbs during walking can be regarded as an double pendulum model, and an effective human gait is considered as an optimal movement which preserves the maximum amount of motion energy. Hence the smoothness of gait reflects the walking effectiveness. Phase diagram analysis of ankle range of motion (ROM) was used for qualitative analysis of gait regularity, compare the walking data of stroke patients collected clinically with that of healthy adults. The foot motion fluctuation (indicated by red arrows) in Figure 12 (a) is much less than that in Figure 12 (b) , and the curves in Figure 12 (b) have more spikes, signifying unsmooth gait. Table 3 summarizes the gait assessment results of different groups of subjects. Note that for the sake of separability, additional gait data was collected from patients in stroke convalescence. Results indicate that regardless of mild stroke patients with slight gait disorder and severe stroke patients with severe gait abnormalities, typical gait patterns of stroke patients such as shuffling and hobbling steps increase the proportion of stance phases (up to 40 % ) and decrease swing phases, and accompanied by worse gait symmetry and regularity, which are consistent with clinical observation. These data could be included into an electronic medical record and offered to clinicians remotely in the follow-up study.
Our preliminary findings highlighted inertial BSN as a useful tool for assessing gait capability in stroke patients with various degree of gait impairments. Periodical adjustment of treatment intensity could be instructed by monitoring gait quality, which are crucial for stroke rehabilitation. Meanwhile, if coupled with a smartphone, continuous monitoring of gait makes it possible to provide real-time feedback to patients about their current motor condition. This might have a big impact on self-awareness which has been proved to be an important factor for rehabilitation therapy.
IV. DISCUSSIONS AND COMPARISON WITH RECENT WORK
Previous researches have reported that gait speed changes over 0.175 m/s [43] or 0.16 m/s [44] are functionally distinct on stroke patients. Our experimental results likewise indicated that the proposed wearable IMU-based gait assessments approach provides sufficiently changes in stroke gait, and this is a great advantage over conventional observation-based gait assessments approach, which did not provide such separability. Though many researchers have found that gait speed and stride length are important gait parameters for stroke diagnosis, literatures likewise reported the gait speed change did not correlate well with the doctors' diagnoses [45] . One main hypothesis holds that some gait features we evaluate in this study can vary with not only health condition but also with age factor. For instance, the patients tend to reduce gait speed to increase stability, and usually this adjustment is achieved by slowing down tendency in the elderly.
Variability assessment of stride time and stride length also do not correlate with clinical diagnosis, as corroborated in [46] and [47] . It is worthy investigating whether measurements of gait features are different across young stroke patients, elderly stroke patients, healthy young and healthy VOLUME 7, 2019 elderly subjects. Noting that this is simply a preliminary study and a large-scale study is warranted to further assess these BSN-enabled gait features for diagnosing stroke and other gait-related diseases. The factors that influence the accuracy of gait parameters estimation is not the main concern of this paper. Nevertheless, the findings are suggestive of the potential of using wearable IMUs for stroke auxiliary diagnosis. Especially some gait features obtained in this research are not available in current clinics, which bring loads of extra information for early diagnosis and rehabilitation evaluation and assessment for stroke patients. According to the gait assessment results, more consistent rehabilitation effect can be achieved by providing feedback about lower limbs motion information during therapy procedures. The extracted gait features from IMUs data shed light on enrolling gait assessment as a clinical decision-support in stroke assessment adopting wearable IMUs. This paper details gait quality assessment for medical applications via inertial BSN technology. The scheme of the systematical approach is illustrated in Figure. 13. The proposed approach has extracted not only the primary features such as kinematic information but also more meaningful parameters extracted by nonlinear analysis and machine learning. Hence the hypothesis of gait performance related medical applications were designed and tested via various types of data fusion and statistical analysis. The proposed method has been currently implemented ''offline'', and it is possible to overcome this limitation by providing an embedded realtime mobile implementation of the proposed method in the future. Ongoing work will further investigate how BSN based gait assessment enable personalized auxiliary diagnosis in clinical setting. Obviously the proposed system cannot completely replace the current gait assessment under medical criteria, however, taking all the pros and cons into consideration, the lowcost, operability, compactness, adaptability and wireless features make this system suitable for rehabilitation assessment and auxiliary disease diagnosis of stroke patients and other subjects with lower limbs dysfunction. Meanwhile, the proposed method can be useful in telemedicine applications, especially it can play an important medical role in underserved remote rural areas. In view of the potential market capacity, there is no doubt that portable gait assessment system will have a bright prospect.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we propose a generalized multi-sensor data fusion approach for health care monitoring through machine learning approach and wearable devices. The clinical decision-support is embodied in the evaluation of the patient's illness severity level based on their gait quality assessment scores. Through a series of case studies: assessing gait quality of stroke patients and control group, aiding diagnosis of common neurological disorders, and enhancing rehabilitation treatment for convalescent, this paper has demonstrated the feasibility of adopting wearable BSN for qualitative and quantitative portable gait assessment. Gait features including spatio-temporal parameters, gait asymmetry and regularity were identified and estimated from individual patient data collected from clinical trials. Meanwhile, control group were investigated for comparative analysis. To sum up, adopting gait assessment as a decision-support procedure in clinical setting has a significant impact for symptoms diagnosis where gait quality is a critical factor. For example, in the ongoing scientific project of enhancing gait assessment of stroke patients, high precision gait analysis results obtained by wearable BSNs can provide much more accurate information than the current git speed measurement, while avoiding the cumbersomeness of employing industrialgrade optical motion capture system. Preliminary findings have showcase the competence of wearable BSNs for promoting clinical motion research which requires high precision gait assessment, and its promising prospect for ambulatory gait analysis in more natural scene, for instance, fall risk assessment for the elderly who live alone at home. Wearable BSNs make it possible to inspect falls and track fall-related walking function degradation, and remind the elderly who are more prone to falls to take precautions, and eventually prevent fall-related injuries. In this case, future work includes extending the current method to the longitudinal environment setting, whilst enhancing the existing BSN hardware design to meet the requirement of long term (low-power consumption) and real-time monitoring. 
